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SHOWROOM: #TM-4010
Skokie, Ill., January 16, 2018—These are the new Monte Carlo ceiling fans which will be shown at January 2018
Lightovation in the newly named “Generation Lighting” showroom, TM-4010:
MONTE CARLO FAN IMAGE

MONTE CARLO FAN DESCRIPTION
A stunning windmill look with 14 blades and an
impressive 62" blade sweep make the Prairie ceiling fan
from Monte Carlo a bold and beautiful design. The tilt of
arms and recessed downlighting further distinguish this
unique piece. It has an Aged Pewter finish with a Light
Grey Weathered Oak finish on the blades. Prairie’s
integrated, 15W LED puts out a total 740 lumens with a
CCT of 2700K and a CRI of 90+. It comes with a six-speed
and reverse hand-held remote which also features an LED
light dimmer.
The Prairie ceiling fan by Monte Carlo is shown in this
living area.

Adding to Monte Carlo’s portfolio of modern style ceiling
fans, the Akova offers a 56” blade sweep. The central hub
is accented with a decorative ring and cap. Akova is
reversible, comes with a handheld remote to switch
between the three speeds and has three distinctive finish
options: Matte White finish and blades, Matte Black
finish and blades, and Chrome finish with Silver blades
(shown). ENERGY STAR®-qualified.
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MONTE CARLO FAN IMAGE

MONTE CARLO FAN DESCRIPTION
Shown here is the Akova ceiling fan from Monte Carlo in
the Matte Black finish and blades.

Three delicately curved blades with an amazingly wide
reach of 99" make the Maverick Grand ceiling fan from
Monte Carlo an impressive statement. The sleek lines
and simple housing complement its profile, and its handcarved blades elevate the design. The Maverick Grand is
available in five finishes: Black housing with Dark Walnut
blades, Black housing with Black blades, Brushed Steel
housing with Dark Walnut blades, Brushed Steel housing
with Koa blades, Aged Pewter housing with Light Grey
Weathered Oak blades (shown). Damp-rated, Maverick
Grand comes with a six-speed and reverse hand-held
remote.
Offering a tropical touch through its three broad blades
shaped and decorated like leaves, the Delray ceiling fan
by Monte Carlo is an exotic addition to outdoor settings.
This coastal-inspired fan is reversible with six speeds and
is controlled by a hand-held remote. Delray has a 56"
blade sweep and three finish options of Aged Pewter
housing with Light Grey Weathered Oak blades (shown),
Matte White housing with Matte White blades, and
Roman Bronze housing with Dark Walnut blades. While
it’s damp-rated, Delray is suitable for indoor spaces as
well.
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MONTE CARLO FAN IMAGE

MONTE CARLO FAN DESCRIPTION
The Delray ceiling fan by Monte Carlo helps to keep this
outdoor room cool in warm weather. This is the Delray
with the Roman Bronze housing and Dark Walnut blades.

For product information or to find a nearby dealer, visit www.montecarlofans.com. For decorating ideas, go to
www.facebook.com/FeissMonteCarlo or www.pinterest.com/feissmontecarlo.
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